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Abstract- A critical issue in wireless sen.snr networks 
represented hy the limited availability of energy within network 
nodes; therefore making good use of energy is a mast. A widely 
employed energy-saving technique is to place nodes in sleep mode, 
corresponding to a low-power consumption as well as to reduced 
operational capahilities. I n  this work. we develop B Markov mcwlel 
of B .sensor network whose nodes may enter a sleep mode, and we 
use this model to investigate the system performance in terms of 
energy consumption, network capacity, and dala delivery delay. 
Furthermore, the proposed model enshles UP to investigate the 
trade-off5 exkting hetween these performance metrics and the 
sensor dynamics in sleep/nctive mode. Analytical result3 present 
an escellent matching with simulatioi results for a large variety 
of system scenarios showing the accuracy of our appmach. 

1. I N ' l K o U U C l I O N  

Sensor networks are composed o f  a large number of sensing 
devices. which are equipped with limited computing and radio 
communication capabilities [I], They operate in various kinds 
of tields. performing tasks such as environmental monitoring 
and surveillance. Although sensors may be mobile. they can 
be considered to be stationary after deployment. A typical 
network configuration c n n s i s ~ ~  of sensors working unattended 
and transmitting their observation values to some processing or 
control center. the so-called sink node. which serves as a user 
interhce. Due to the limited transmission range. sensors that 
are Par away from the sink deliver their data through mrdtihop 
communications. i.e.. using intermediate nodes as relays. In 
this case a sensor may he both a data source and a data router. 

Most application scenarios for sensnr networks in- 
volve battery-powered nodes with limited energy resources. 
Recharging or replacing the sensors battery may he incon- 
venient. or even impossible i n  harsh working environments. 
Thus. when a node exhausts its energy. it cannot help hut 
ceases sensing and routing data. possibly degrading the cover- 
age and connectivity level of the entire network. This implies 
that making good use of energy resources is a must in sensor 
networks. 

Various solutions have been proposed to reduce the sensors 
energy expenditure. Fur instance. energy-efficient M4C layer 
schemes can be found in 121. [3]. Traffic routing and connec- 
tivity issues in sensor networks are addressed in [41. [SI- [61. 
while energy-aware strategies for data dissemination and data 
collection-appear in  (71. 181. [91. 
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From the energy saving viewpoint. a widely employed 
tecliriique is to place nodes in a low-puwer operational mode. 
the so-called deep m d e .  during idle periods [IO]. In fact. 
in idle state sensors do not actually receive or transmit. 
nevertheless they consume a significant amount of power. In 
sleep mode. instead, some parts of the sensor circuitry (e.g.. 
microprocessor, memory. radio frequency (RF) components) 
are turned off. As more circuitry components are switched off. 
the power consumption as well as the operational capabilities 
of the sensor decrease. Clearly. a trade-off exists between the 
node energy saving and the network performance in terms of 
throughput and data delivery delay. 

In this work. we develop an analytical model which enables 
us to explore this trade-off and to investigate the network 
performance as the sensor dynamics in sleeplactive mode vary. 

We consider a sensor network with stationary nodes. all 
of them conveying the gathered information to the sink node 
through multihop communications. Each sensor is character- 
ized by two operational states: active and sleep. In active state 
the node is fully working and is able to transmitireceive data_ 
while in sleep state i t  cannot take part i n  the network activity: 
thus. the network topology changes as nodcs cntcrlcxit thc 
sleep state. Through standard Markovian techniques. we con- 
struct a system model rcprescnting: (i) the bchavior of a single 
sensor. ( i i )  the dynamics of thc entire nctwork. and (iii) the 
channel contention among interfering sensors. The solution of 
the system model is then obtained by means of a Fixed Point 
Approximation (ITA) procedure. and the model is Validated 
via simulation. 

By using our analytical model. we study the network per- 
formance in terms of capacity. data delivery delay and energy 
consumption. as the sensor dynamics in sleeplactive mode 
change. Furthermore. we are able to derive the performance 
of the single sensor nodes as their distance from the sink vary. 
Although our work mainly focuses on energy consumption and 
data delay. the level of abstraction of the proposed model is 
such that it can he applied to investipate various aspects in the 
design of sensor networks. 

To the best of ow knowledge. this is the tirst analytical 
model that specifically represents the sensor dynamics in 
sleeplactive mode. while taking into account channel con- 
tention and routing issues. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec- 
tion I1 reviews some previous work on sensor networks. 
Section I11 inlroduces the network scenario under study and 
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the assumptions made while constructing our analytical model. 
In Section IV we present the Markov model and validate 
by simulation our assumptinns; liiially we introduce some 
performance metria of interest. Section V shows the results 
ohtained by solving the analytical model and compares diem 
to simulation results. Section VI provides some conclusions 
and points out aspects that will be subject of future research. 

11. RELATED WORK 

A large amount of research on sensor networks has been 
recently reported. ranging from studies on network capacity 
arid sigiilll processing tecliniques. to algnrithnis lor traflic 
routing. topology management and channel access control. 

From die energy consumption viewpoint. an eflective tech- 
nique is to place sensors iii sleep mode during idle periods 
[IO]. The benefits of using sleep modes at the MAC layer 
are presented in 121, where the authors describe the so-called 
PAMAS scheme that allows a node to turn iit'fils RF apparatus 
when it overhears a packet that is not destined fnr it. The work 
in [3], [{I], [12] propose wake-up scheduling schemes at the 
MAC layer which wake up sleeping nodes when they need 
to transmitlreceive. thus avoiding a degradation in network 
connectivity or quality of service provisioning. Relevant to 
our work are also the tlumerous network layer schemes that 
address the problem of data routing in the case where some 
network nodes may be sleeping [51. [61. 

With regard to analytical studies. results on the capacity 
of large stationary ad hoc networks are presented in 1131 
(note that sensor networks can he viewed as large ad hoc 
networks). In 1131 two, network scenarios are studied: one 
including arbitrarily located nodes and traffic patterns. the 
other one with randomly located nodes and traffic patterns. 
The case of tree-like sensor networks is studied i n  [9]. where 
the authors prcsenr optimal strategies for data distribution and 
data collcction. and analytically evaluate the time performance 
of their solution. An analytical approach til coverage and 
connectivity of scnsnr grids is introduced in 1141. The sensors 
are unrcliahlc and fail with a certain probahility lcading to 
random grid networks. Resulls on coverage and connectivity 
are derived as functions of key parameters such as the number 
of nodes and their transmission radius. The results of the 
models discussed above and the techniques used there do 
not directly apply to our model. which focuses on randomly 
located sensors sending data to a unique destination and 
operating in sleep or active mode. 

Finally. relevant to our work is the Markov model of the 
sensor sleep/active dynamics developed in 1151. The model 
predicts the sensor energy consumption; by acquiring this 
information for each sensor. a cenwal controller constructs the 
network energy map representing the energy reserves available 
in the various pans of the system. Note that in [I51 only 
the single node is represented by a Markov chain. while the 
network energy status is derived via simulation. 

111. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSLIMPTIOXS 
We colisider a network composed o l  :V smtionary, identical 

sensur nodes. Seiisors are uniformly distributed over a disk 

I 

nf  unit radius in the plane. The sink node collecting all 
information gathered hy the sensors is located at the center 
ol the disk. An example of network topology is shown in 
Fipurc I in  Ihc casc of N = 400. 

We assume that ;ill nodes have a cnmmon maximum radio 
range L_ and ;ue cquippcd with omnidirectional antennas. 
Nodes can choose an arbitrary transmit power lcvcl for each 
data transmission, provided that their transmission range does 
not exceed ?. Also. we consider network topologies such that 
for any sensor there exists at least one path connecting the 
sensor tn the sink. 

The information s e n d  by a network node is organized 
into data units of fixed size. that can he stored at the sensor 
in a buffer of infinite capacity: the huffer is modeled as 
a centralized FIFO queue. Sensors cannot simultaneously 
transmit and receive: the time is divided into time slots of 
unit duration and the transmissionlreception of each data unit 
takes one time slot. The wireless channel is assumed to be 
error-free. although our model could he easily extended to 
represent a channel error process. 

Further assumptions on sensors behavior. traffic routing and 
channel access control are introduced below. 

A. Sensors Brhavior 
As highlighted in [ I ] .  [Ih]. the main functions (and hence 

causes of energy consumption) in a scnsor node arc scnsing. 
communication and data proccssing. Chrcspondingly. diffcr- 
cnt operational stales for a scnsnr can bc idcntificd. 

For thc sake of simplicity. we consider two major opera- 
tional states': nc1ive and sleep. The sleep state corresponds 
to the lnwest value of the node power consumption: while 
being asleep, a node cannnt interact with the external world. 
The active state includes three operational modes: rransrriil. 
receive, and idle. In the transmitting mode. energy is spent 
in  the front-end amplifier. that supplies the power for the 
actual R F  transmission. in the tranceiver electronics and in the 
node processor implementing signal generation and processing 
functions. In the receiving mode. energy is consumed entirely 

' In  eencrul. s z ~ s r d  sleep slates could he &lined considering that each 
sensor mmponeni rimy have diffsrel power staks and various conihinations 
of the componcnrs opcralional slates arc passrhle. 



hy the tranceiver electronics and by processing functions. 
such as demodulation and decoding. In the idle state. a 
node typically listens to d1e wireless channel without actively 
receiving. In idle mode. energy expenditure is mainly due to 
processing activity. since the voltage controlled oscillator is 
functioning and all circuits are maintained ready to operate. 
Notice also that an energy cnst E' is associated with each 
transition from sleep to active mode. while the cost of passing 
from active to sleep mode can be neglected 1101. We assume 
that E' is twice the energy consumption per time slrit in idle 
mode'. 

Based on the above ohservations. we describe the temporal 
evolution of the sensor state in terms of cycles, as depicted in 
Figure 2. Each cycle comprises a sleep phasc ( S )  and an active 
phase ( A ) .  During phase S, the sensor is in sleep mode; the 
duration of S. expressed in number of time slots. is assumed 
to be geometrically distributed with parameter q. When the 
sensor switches to the active mode. phase .4 begins and the 

B. Dum Roririiig 

In Lhis wnrk we consider a sensor network whose nodes have 
already performed the initialization procedures necessary t n  
self corifigurc the system. Thcrcforc scnsors have knowledge 
of their neighboring nodes. as well as of the possihle roulcs 
to the sink. (for instance through a routing algorithm such 
as the onc proposed in [171). Since we consider a network 
\if stationary nodes performing. for instance. environmental 
monitoring and surveillance. the roues  and their conditions 
can be assumed to be either static or slowly changing. 

We assume that sensors can communicate with the sink 
using multiple routes. Each sensor cijnstructs its own routing 
table where it maintains up ti) A I  routes. each of which 
corresponds ti) a different next-hop node (hereinalter just 
called next-hop) and is associated with a certain energy cnst. 
The routing table might contain a smaller number of entries 
if the sensor has less neighbors. For the generic route p. the 
energy cost c ( p )  is computed as follows. Given a node i t p. 
we denote with u,,(i) the node immediately succeeding i on p 
(the route includes the source and the relays but not the sink). 
We have. 

e(/.) = E;,,,&) = 1 (E::&) +E;;;)) (1) 
ii,, LEP 

where is the energy cost for transferring a data unit 
tiom node i to its next-hop in route p. equal to the sum of the 
transmission energy spent by i (E j ,up(a l )  and the reception en- (t.C) 

sensor schedules a time instant in the future at which it will 

time slots. is a random variable geometrically distributed with 

should go to sleep. its data buffer may not he empty. In this 
case we assume that phase .4 is prolonged till all data units 
are farwarded to other nodes. Durine this addition11 Deriod 

ergy consumed by ,,,,(j) (~tyj)), & described in section 111. 

processing functions (E(AT'"c)); while E!,:~'(;) has to accotint 
for E(""'. E(J""'). as well as for the energy consumption 
due to the amplifier. that is assumed to be proportional to the 
sauared distance between transmitter and receiver [IS]. Thus. 

go hack to sleep. The scheduled active Period. expressed in ,,, is due to the tranceiver electronics and tl) 

p. However. at the tirne slot at which the 

- 
of activity the sensor does not accept to relay new data units 
nor generates data on its own. in order to go blick to sleep 
as soon as possible. The active phase can thus be divided 
into an initial phase ( R )  and (possibly) a phase (NI. In phase 
R the sensnr can receive and transmit: also it generates data 
units according to a Poisson process with rate equal to y. In 
phase N the sensor does not receive nor generate data: it can 
only transmit the data units that are still in its buffer or be 
idle waiting liir a transmission opportunily. In Figure 2 it is 
highlighled that 4 coincides wiUi R when at the scheduled 
erid time o l  A the sensor buffer is empty. 

We observe that the behavior described above allows sensors 
to simply adapt to traffic conditions and prevents network 
instability due to overload. However. this is not i~ critical 
assumption in  constructing our.analytical model. which could 
be easily modified to represent a diilerent sensor behavior. 

Wr also highlight thar. although sensors can he in different 
operational states. they are always functioning. Indeed we 
assume a stationary network topology and the event that a 
sensix either runs of out of energy or rails is not considered. 

we re-write e ( p )  as. 

where E(""'!') is a constant value and ds,uo(,)  is the distance 
between i and uo( i )  in the disk of unit radius. 

When a sensor wants to transmit a data unit. i t  adopts 
the following routing strategy (although other strategies could 
be considered as well). The node polls its next-hops giving 
priority to the routes associated with the lowest energy cosl. 
until i t  finds a next-hop that is ready to receive. Thus. a sensor 
always dispatches its data units to the best next-hop among the 
available ones. 

C. Clranriel A C C ~ S S  

Consider a transmission over one hop and let nodes i and 
j (1 5 i 5 N .  and 0 5 j 5 !V with 0 indicating the sink) be 
the transmitter and the receiver. respectively. The transmission 
is successiul if 1131: 

I )  thc distsncc bctwccn i and j is not grcatcr than r .  

'Indscd. Ihd transition cost from slzzp to active state is Ivpically very high. 
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Fig. 3. Markov chain describing ihc sensor (whuvior 

2 )  Cor every other node. k .  simultaneously receiving. 

d . k  > r (4 1 

3 j for every other node. 1. simultaneously transmitting. 

< h j  > 'V .  ( 5 )  

To avoid unsuccessful wansmissions, we assume that sensors 
employ a CSMA/CA mechanism with handshaking. as in the 
MACA and MACAW schemes 1191. 1201 (although. other 
MAC protocols could he considered as well), and ltiat the 
radio range of handshaking messages transmission is equal 
to r .  If i wants to transmit to j and senses the channel as 
idle. i sends a transmission request to j and waits till either i t  
receives a niessage indicating that j is ready to receive (i.e., 
it is active and there are not other simultaneous transmissions 
that could interfere). or a timeout expires. In the former case, i 
sends the data to j ;  in the latter case. i will poll the following 
next-hop'. While i is looking for a next-hop that is ready to 
receive. data are buffered at the node waiting for transmission. 

In a nutshell. our Inodel accouuts for ch&iriel contention. 
however data transinissions are collision-free. Moreover. since 

umed to he of infinite capacity. data units are 
never lost while traveling through the network. 

Iv. SYSTEM MODEL 

In this section we present our modeling approach to analyze 
the behavior of the sensor network described in Section 
111. Our model consists of three building blocks that will 
be described and validated separately: (i) the sensur model 
(Section IV-A). (ii) the nehvork inode/ (Section IV-U) and (iii) 
the inleiference motlel (Section LV-C). l'he overall solution 
is obtained by means of a Fixed Point Approximation (PPA) 
procedure in which the three blocks interact hy exchanging 
various parameters along a closed loop till a final equilibrium 
is reached. The tixed point procedure will he explained in 
detail in Section IV-D. In Section IV-E. we describe the 
pcrformancc mctrics that can be ohtaincd by solving the 
proposed modcl. 

'XNutc that w6 could also zsumz lhai i sin& only one poll mcssa-c and 
its next-hops reply after lime i i i f e r ~ l s  of dif6reni duration so as to avoid 
collis~ons. 'lhc responsi delays should be set according io lhi  order uf the 
ussocialed ruulcs in i's muling table. In this case i will jus1 wait 10 rccciw B 

response from one of its nuxi-hop until a tiniemt expires. 

A.  Sensor Mudrl 
We study the behavior of a single sensor by developing 

a discreie-time Markov chain (UL'MC) model, in which the 
time is slotted according to the data unit transmission time. 
i.e., the Lime interval necessary to transmit a data unit includ- 
ing the overhead required hy the MAC layer. Although the 
DTMCs descrihing the individual node behavior are solved 
independently of each other. the sensor model incorporates the 
dynamics rcsulting from the intcractions hctwccn thc Scnsor 
and its ncighhors. as will he explained Iatcr in  this scction. 

As a first step. let us introduce the I>TMC of a sensor 
neglecting the operational State of its neighbors. The State of 
this simplified IITMC is detined by: ( i)  the cycle phase in 
which the scnsor is in thc current timc slot (namely. S. R. 
or Nj ,  and (iij thc numhcr of data units storcd in the scnsor 
buffer. which can he any integcr value ranging from 0 Lo 130. 
Thc rcsulting Markov chain is shown in Figure 3,  whcrc thc 
different phases are indexed with the number of data units 
stored in the sensor buffcr. 

Let P hc the transition matrix. whose clement P(so ,  s,i) 
dcnotcs the prohahility that thc chain moves in one timc slot 
from sourcc state so to destination statc sd.  In dcriving the 
probabilities P(801 R ~ ) ' s .  the following dynamics have to be 
taken into account: . n e  sensor sleep-active dynamics. determined by the 

input parameters p and y (introduced in Section 111-A): . The data unit generation process ( in  phase R only): we 
denote wilh g the probability that a data unit is generated 
by the sensor i n  a time slot; . The reception of data units from neighboring nodes ( in  
phase R only): we indicate with a the probability that a 
data unit is received in a time slot: . The data unit transmission (in phase R and N only); 
we denote with ,8 the probability that a data unit is 
transmitted in a time slot. Notice that ,8 accounts for the 
channel contention. i.e.. i t  would he equal to I if there 
were no contention on the wireless medium. 

While p.  '1 illid g are input parameters to the model. CY and ,O 
need to be estimated. Also. since a node cannot transmit and 
receive simultaneously. we have: a + p 5 1. 

k f ~ l - , .  

I" 

Fig. 4. DTMC mdsl describing the behwiw of ihe sensor next-hops 

Next. we include in the above DTMC Ihe model of the 
sleep/active dynamics of the sensor next-hops. To this end. 
we introduce a further state variable which can take two 
values: Wuif. denoted by IV. and fiurn,crrdiiling. denoted by 
F .  1.V c(irrcsponds to all next-hops being unable to receive 
because they are in phases S or N .  F represents the case 
whcre at lrast one next-hop is in phase K and. thus. i t  can 
reccivc provided that interference conditions allow it. We 
assume that Uie evolution of the state oT each next-hop is 
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l A B L E  I 
With regard to the complete DTMC model. we make the TR.\NSITION FROR.\BIl.ITIES FROM NOX-EMPTY BUFFER 1FOR’THE S.\KE . .. . 

independent of the others. Transitions between II: and F are 
modeled by the two-state DTMC shown in Figure 4, where 
the transition probabilities f and ‘to are additional parameters 
to be estimatcd. 

The diagram of the complete DTMC model describing the 
joint evolution of the sensor and the state of its next-hops 
is not shown here; however the state space can he obtained 
by duplicating the states of the simplified DTMC model 
depicted in Figure 3 .  Table I reports the transition probabilities 
P(.s,: s d )  from state s,, where the buffer is not empty. to the 
successor state sd.  The remaining transitions are noi. listed in 
the Table due to the lack of space; however they can be easily 
derived following the same rational. In the Table. the first two 
columns list states so and sC,. respectively: the fourth column 
denotes the conditions which state so has to satisfy in order to 
admit the transition reported in the third column. To represent 
the states of the complete DTMC we use the same notation 
as f i r  the simplified model. adding a superscript I t ’  or F Lo 
represent the slate or the next-hops. 

tollowing remargs. 
In states denoted by apcx 1.I’ transmissions ;arc nni 
possihle (i.e.. the number of buffer data units cannot hc 
dccremenrcd). because all of the next-hops :uc in  ph:rscn 
S or N: transmissions can occur only in states denoted 
hy apex F‘. 
The prohahility 0 to transmit a data unit in a time slot is 
now conditioned on the fact that the sensor buffer is not 
empty and ai lrast one ne.rr-hop is in yhasr K .  
Since we assume an infinite buffer capacity. the DTMC 
has an infinite number of states. This allows us to 
efficiently compute the stationary distribution using a 
matrix geometric technique. However. the extension to 
the case of a finite buffer size would be straightforward. 

Let us denote the stationary distribution of the complete 
DTMC by 7r = { T ~ } ~  wherc P is a generic state of the model. 
Ry solving the sensor modcl. wc obtain T and derive the 
following mctrics: 

the average number of data units generated in a time slot 
AS. 

. Ore sensor throughput T.  defined as the average number 
of dava units forwarded by the sensor in  a time slot. 

. the overall probabilities ?in. HS. T N  that a sensor is in 
the corresponding phases R. S. N . the average buffer occupancy. 

(We will add the sensor index as an apex to the notation of 
the above metrics when they refer to a particular node.) 

We validate our sensor model by computing the unknown 
parameters a. B. 111 and f by simulation. These values are used 
in the sensor model to derive the stationary distribution of the 
UTMC. which. on its turn. is used to compute (6)-(8). We then 
verify whether the values of the above metrics match those 
obtained by simulation. ‘ h e  validation procedure is carried 
out by executing a sufficiently long simulation run on the 
reference scenario shown in Figure 1.  Thc data generation. the 
data routing and the channel access scheme are as described 
in Section 111. 

Results prove to be very accurate under a variety of pa- 
rameter settings. Here. as an example. we present the results 
obtained by talclng I’ = 0.25. N = 400. 11, = :3. and 
p = q = 0.1 for all sensors. The same simulation scenario will 
be used to validate the other buildins blocks of our model. 

Figure 5 shows four plots derived with generation rate 9 = 
0.005 (a  heavy load condition). comparing snme of the above 
metrics derived through the sensor model with those measured 
through simulation. Each point represenw: the value attained 
Cor a particular sensor. The alignment o f  the poirits or1 the 
bisector = :I: proves the accuracy oT the seiisor model. 
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B. Network Model 

We now introduce our approach to modeling the sensol 
network. The sensor network can be regarded 3s an open 
queueing network in which each queue corresponds to the 
buffer of a sensor. and the external arrival rate to each queue 
corresponds to the data unit generation rate at the sensor. 

First of all. rcmind that data units are never lost while 
traversing the network. Thus. given the average generation rate 
A& of the generic sensor i .  the total arrival rate at the sink. 
that is the network capacity C ,  is given by. 

Then our goal is to derive the internal arrival rate at each 
sensor Ai .  given the average generation rates Ah’s.  ‘Ibis can 
be done by solving the system of How halance equations: 

A r =  A ~ R + A E  (10) 

where Ar and AE are row vectors stacking the rates Ai’s 
and Ai,’s. respectively. and R is the (unknown) matrix of 
transition probabilities between the queues of the network. 
Element R ( i , j )  represents the iractivn of outgoing traffic of 
sensor i that is sent ti) its next-hop j .  In order to compute 
R. one has ti) account for the routing policy chosen by thc 
sensor. as well as the effect of the sleepPactive dynamics of the 
next-hops and the contentioii on the wireless chani~el. In our 
case the routing policy is a strict priority lor the best available 
next-hop. as described in Section 111. The simplest approach is 
to consider only the stationary probabilities of the next-hops 
state, and to assume that the next-hops state are independent. 
Following this approach the transition probability R(i.  j )  can 
he computed as. 

where Nj.? is the set of next-hops that have higher priority 
than j in the routing table of i .  and Ii is a normalization 
factor such that the sum of i?(i3;) over all j ’s  is equal to one. 
This expression means that a data unit is forwarded to a :iven 
sensor j i f  and only if j can receive while all next-hops with 
higher priority cannot. 

1 

n. I 

-2 
i 

0.01 

n.noi 
0 

Fis. 6. 
analysis 

Comparison of amival rates 81 each sensor &tween sirnulalion and 

Ib validate our approach, we rake from simulation the 
average generation rates AL’s and the state probabilities of 
the network nodes, and compute the transition matrix R using 
(11). Then. we derive the arrival rates 121’s solving ( I O )  and 
compare them to the arrival rates obtained by simulation. 
As shown in Figure 6 for a network load equal to 0.6; our 
;malytical results are very close to those derived by simulation 
(each point in the plot stands for an element of vector AI).  

Note that hy solving the network modcl wc can also ohtain 
the cxpccted throughput of the generic sensor i as. 

C. Interference inodd 
The purposc of thc intcrfcrcncc modcl is tn computc for 

each node the parameter ,fl to hc uscd into the scnsnr modcl 
presented in Section IV-A. The method used to estimate the 
parameters oi. f. and 7u needed to solve the sensor model will 
be described in Section IV-D. 

We remind that 0 has been defined as the probability to 
transmit a data unit in a time slot given that the bufier is not 
empty and at least one next-hop is in phase R at the beginning 
of the slot. If there were no contention on the wireless channel. 
f i  would be equal to 1. As described in Section 111. a node 
ulmsmission attempt is success%l if  the conditions expressed 
as in  ( 3 ) 4 5 )  are satisfied. The computation o f p  thus requires a 
carcful investigation of the interference produced by other sen- 
sors trying to transmit in  proximity of the node fix which we 
want to estimate 0. In order to explain ow approach, consider 
the set (IS nodes shown in Figure 7. The transmission range 
of three nodes. {A.F.H}. is represented by a circle. Assume 
that we want to estimate the parameter ,fl of node A. which 
has two next-hops, B arid C. We need to find all transmissions 
that could potentially interfere with the transmission uf A ti1 its 
next-lu)ps. Let (X.Y) denote the transmission liorn the generic 
node X to the generic r i de  Y. We riotice tliat transmissions 
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Fig. 7. Example of channel contention and hindered Iran~nUssioiiz 

like (D.E) and (E1.C) violate condition (4) since the receivers 
are within the radio range of A; a special case is given by the 
transmissions whose receiver is A itself (e.g.; (EA)). Instead. 
transmissions like (EG) and (H.1) mcct condition (4) and 
violate condition ( 5 )  since the transmitters interfere with A's 
next-hops. In addition. wc ohserve that transmissions as (DE). 
(E.A). ( H C )  and (EG) totally inhihit A's Uansmission. thus 
we call them toro/ infeferers. Instead, transmissions like (H,I) 
do not necessarily prevent A from sending data (e.g.. (A_B) 
could take place). thus we call h e m  partial iiiteiferers. We 
highlight that transmissions violating (4) or where A is the 
receiver are always rum/ interferers. 

To estimate ~7 for the generic sensor i we proceed as follows. 
First we compute lor each node n ( 1  5 11 5 :VI the probability 
P(nj that a transmission in which ! I  is involved as either 
transmitter or receiver. totally inhibits i ' s  transmission (total 
inreiferrr). Our approach is based 1x1 the knowledge of the 
averape transmission rates X,,., hetween o and its generic 
receiver m. We write, 

N 

where I I I  = 0 denoles the sink arid 11.) is the indicalor 
iunction. The first summation on the right hand side accounts 
for the transmissions violating (4) or destined to i ;  while the 
second summation accounts for the transmissions that meet (4) 
hut violate ( 5 ) .  The term V'(,t) is equal to 1 i f  there exists 
at least one next-hop of i within the transmission range of 1 1 .  

with I ?  being different from i :  

where /I' is h e  set of next-hops of i .  'lhe term C'(ii) is 
equal to I if ti's transmission is a toro/ inteijerer; otherwise it 
accounts for a yortial inleferei- considering that this hecomes 
a fora/ inreifel-er if the next-hops of i outside the transmission 
range of 11 ;ire also unable to receive because they are in  phases 
S or N. IIence. 

R:: 1 
mod Slrn 0 .A 

0--' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
o 11.1 0.2 n . i  11.4 0.5 0.6 u.7 0.8 0.9 I 

dlsmce from $id- 

Fig. 8. 
simulation. for thz Yxious network nodes 

Estimation uf 13 usins conditioned transmission m l e s  obtained from 

Then. ,Oi is estimated as follows: 
A' 

/3i: n [ l  - F ( , 1 ) ]  (16) 

To validate our estimate of p. we take from simulation 
all uansmission rates ,\,,.,n's. Since p' is a transmission 
prohahility conditioned on the fact that the sensor buffer is not 
empty and at least one next-hop is availahle. the correct values 
of A,,,,,, to he used should also be conditioned on this fact. 
For a network load equal to 0.6. we ohtained from simulation 
the conditioned transmission rates. and using (13) and (16) we 
computed the parameter fi' for each sensor. Results are shown 
in Figure 8 as a runctirin of the distance from the sink. and 
present an accurate matching with simulation results proving 
that our apprwach to cstimating pi as in (16) is correct. 

Unfortunately. the conditioncd transmission rates seem to 
he hard to he evaluated analytically. Thus we resorted to the 
uncnnditioned rates X,,.,,,'s provided by the network model. 
and slightly refined the interference model in order to account 
for the neglected correlation hetween the X,,,,,,'s and the state 
of the sensor for which !ii is computed. Our approach is hriefly 
described in the rest of this section. 

For each sensor i whose distance from the sink is sm;iller 
than I'. we define the set or nodes 4.; whose transmission 
range covers all of the next-hops of i .  We compute the average 
probability t..Jr thnt a node in this set is ready to uansmit o 
packet as. 

n = /  

(Ti -1 7Tk - Tk,, j (17) 

where N4, is the cardinality of set A , .  Then. we consider that 
node i will he able to transmit only if it gets control of the 
channcl hefore cvcry other node in ,*Ii. assuming that nodes 
are equally likcly to seizc the channel at the beginning of  a 
lime slot, and thcir probability lo  he ready to transmit are 
indcpcndcnl. We therefore ohtain a rclincd cstimate of f l  as. 

1 
t . , .  = - 

'YL I ; a <  
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For each sensor i whose distance lrom the sink is greater 
than r .  B is estimated using (16). that provides an accurate 
solution for these nodes even if  we plug in the unconditioned 
transmissions rates A”.,,,. Doing so we obtain the values of 
,/3’ labeled in Figure 9 as “ m o d  and compare them with 
simulation result.. (labeled in the plot as “sim”). The plot 
shows that our estimation of ,8 is quite accwate. In fact. even 
if our approach tends to overestimate 0 for nodes very close 
to the sink (namely. for node distance from the sink shorter 
than 0.1). the probability that a data unit is received from 
neighboring nodes by such sensors is usually quite small, so 
that the impact on thc overall solution is marginal. Figure I O  
proves this statement showing the prnbability that a daw unit 
is received from neighboring nodes in a time slot (parameter 
n of the sensor model) as a function oTtlie node distance from 
the sink. according til sirnulatioil. 

0.2 t 
(1.1 

0 
0 0.1 9 2  0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O.Y 1 

disluncc from sink 

Fig. 9. Eslirnation of d usins unconditioned transmission ratm computul by 
the nmdel. fur the v x i ~ s  network n d e s  

0 1 1  i:; ! E  
.::. 0.05 , , ,  . ... 

: ... 

II 9.1 U.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 (1.7 [,.U 0.9 I 
distmnce from sin* 

Fig. IO. 
lime slot (parameter (1 of the sensor nlodcl). for the various network nodes 

Prubabilily that n data unit is recsiwd from neighboring nodes in a 

D. Fixed Poinf Appro.rii~iotioi~ 

The three building blocks ofthe model described in Sections 
IV-A, IV-B and IV-C call he combined together to obtain 
a global system solution which does not require to get any 
parameter values liom simulation. This is doue by using ill1 

FPA. based on the close loop depicted in Figure 1 I .  
The procedure starts with h e  solution of the DTMC rep- 

resenting the individual sensor behavior ior each sensor i 

Fig. 11. Close Imp used IO obtain the global solutrun of the sysrem 

(1 5 i 5 N). from which we obtain the stationary distribution 
prohahilities T ~ ’ s ’ .  Then we run the network model and derive 
the data riltes X,,,,,’s for each pair of nodes in the network, 
as well as the expected throughput for each sensor (i.e.. Ti 
as in (12)). The data rates A,,.,,’s are given as inputs to 
the interference model to estimate the parameter for each 
sensor. On their turn. the [T’s are given as input to the sensor 
models. thus closing the loop. 

Within each sensor model. given the value of I?’ and 
employing a numerical technique, we derive the unknown 
parameter 0”. is estimated so that the sensor throughput 
given by (7) approximates the value previously predicted hy 
the network model using (12). In Figure I I  fhis procedure is 
highlighted by the inner loop around the block of the sensor 
modcl. We point nut that ohtaining a prccisc cstimatc of ai 

insidc thc inncr loop is not worthwhile; sincc thc targct value 
of sensor throughput is updatcd by thc cxterior lonp. thus wc 
dccidcd to limit thc numbcr of iterations in thc inncr loop to 
3. 

Furthermore. to solve the sensor model. we need to estimate 
parameters 7ui and f” of the DTMC describing the behavior of 
the next-hops (see Section IV-A and Figure 4). We compute 
the stationary probahility of state IT; for sensnr i as follows: 

using the most recent estimate of the stationary pmbabilities of 
the sensor next-hops. The transition prohability f’ is estimated 

where p ,  .zk approximates the transition probability of 
sensor k from the aggregate state including phases S and 
N .  to phase R. It is then straightforward to derive the other 
unknown transition probability: IO’ = fi&. Once we have 
solved numerically the DTMC of each sensor [211. we can 
compute all metrics of interest described at the end of Section 
IV-A, and in particular a new estimate of the gcneration rates 
Ab’s (using (6)) to be plugged again into the network model. 
The overall procedure is repeated until convergence on the 
parameter estimates is reached. We use as stopping criterion 
the worst relative error among all sensors for two successive 
estimates of the sensor throughput. 

We highlight that the complexity of the numerical method 
used to solve the sensor model reduces LO the solution 111‘ 

‘At he very first ilsrarion of the FPA prw<dure. we solve the DTMC for 
crch sensor assuming that only the considered nixlc gemerat~s data: rhus. we 
obtain: A& = g&. Not* thar the parsmsters g. p and p could L x  qxorlized 
for each node. 

p6 
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a linear system 01 equations o i  dimension 4L.  where L is 
small (using I, = 5 is enough to ohtain a solution vcry 
close to the exact solution). Furthermore. we observe that the 
FPA procedure exhibits good convergence properties. In iact. 
less than 10 iterations are usually required to have die w(mt 
relative error fall below 3 threshold of  IO-^'. 

E. Perffirrnoni:~ rriefric,s 
Many interesting performance metrics can he derived from 

the solution of our model. The detailed behavior of each 
individual sensor in the network is obvained from the sensor 
model described in Section IV-A. The network capacity C 
is simply the arrival rate of data units at the sink. which is 
computed by the network model. The average transfer delay 
D. that is the average number of time slots required to deliver 
a data unit from a source node to the sink. follows from the 
application of Little's formula to the whole network. and it is 
given by 

(21) 

- 

N -i 
- C i = I R  D =  c 

The network energy consumption per time slot E can be 
divided into three contributions. The first one is the sum of 
the energy consumption at each node  due^ to the operational 
state of the sensor. and it is given by 

( 2 2 )  

where Ea and E(P'"') are the values of energy consumption 
in sleep mode and in idle mode, respectively (see Section III- 
A). The other two contributions are (i) the energy required 
to transmit and receive data units, and (ii) the energy spent 
during transitions from sleep to active state. They are given 

It is also possible to compute the entire distribution of the 
mnsfer delay of data units from a given source to the sink. 
using ti technique that we briefly describe in the rest of this 
secti on. 

We build an additional Markov Chain representing the 
current location of one individual data unit. generated at a 
given sniucc. while traversing the nelwork towards the sink. 
When the data unit is stored into a sensor node, we distinguish 
five diiferent states shown i n  the diagram of Figure 12. which 
represents only a portion of a much larger Markov chain 
comprising .5jV states. plus one state representing the arrival ot 
the data unit at the sink. States labeled as QIV- and Q F  are used 
when the data unit is enqueued into the buffer after other data 
units waitins for transmission. The subscripl? I I '  and F have 
the same meaning described in the sensor model. representine 
two states in which the next-hops of the current sensor can he. 
When the data unit comes at the head of the queue. it is ready 
to be transmitted to another sensor, and it transits to state Zp'. 

IIf the data usr was prsviowlg mqueued. it C O ~ ~ S  al  the h,:ad of rhc 
queue only when a sirvice has hccn complstcd. which implies that at lea51 
one next-hop is ready to reczivc. 

Fix. I?.  Portion of the DTMC used 10 comp~te rhc transfer delay distribution 
representing the states rclated 10 lhc sams nods 

In state Zllr the data unit is ready to be transmitted. hut all 
next-hops are not available. so it has 10 wait for one of them 
to wake up again. When this happen. a transition occurs to 
state Z;. which specializes ZF during the initial lime slot in 
which m e  o i  the next-hops becomes available again. This is 
done hccause the routing of the data unit to one 11i the next- 
hops is difierent between states ZF and Z;: from state ZF 
we use the routing probabilities given by (11). In state Z; we 
refiiie these probabilities using the information that at least 
one next-hop has .just become available from a condition in 
which all of them were not available. In this case the routing 
probabilities are expressed by 

r 7 

Transition probabilities among the states of Figure 12 are 
reported in the diagram. except for self-transitions that can 
he derived irom the others. In the Figure. y is the parameter 
of the geometric decay that charactcrizes the queue length 
distribution of a sensor. and can he computed from the 
analysis of the DTMC representing the detailed behavior of 
a sensor. Finally. notice that the arrival of a dava unit at a 
sensor can IK'CUI in any of the states Q p .  Qw. ZF or Zw. 
with probabilities derived from the stationary prohabilities 
computed by the detailed sensor model. 

To obtain the distribution o l  the transfer delay of a data unit 
from a given source to the sink, we study the uansicnt behavior 
of the complete Markov chain described in this sectiun starting 
from the initial candition in which the data unit is stored at 
the source. The Markov chain has an absorbing state that is 
the state in which the data unit arrives at the sink. so as time 
goes to infinity the probability o i  this state grows irom zero 
to one. Such probability is also llie cumulative distribution 
of Ihe uansier delay 11i h e  data unit. Frorn die cumulative 
distribution we easily obtain the probability density function 
(pdt] of the data delivery delay. 

V. RESULTS 

In this section we present a collection of results obvained 
exploring ihe parameter space of the uetwork scenario de- 
scribed i n  Section 111. Analytical predictions derived from die 
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TAULG 11 
NETWORK CAPL-CITY AND MEW DATA DELIVERY DELAY 
IILVERACING THE RESULTS Of S E V E m  TOPOLffilESI 

global system solution presented in Section IV-D are compared 
against detailed simulations of the same system. 

We set Uie system parameters as follows: r = 0.25. 

E(s"eI') = 300 nJ/slot. and Et  = 0.48 mJ. Moreover. unless 
differently specified. we assume that all Sensors generate data 
and we set the number of nodes to N = 400. the maximum 
number of routes available to each sensor to A1 = 6. and 
the sleep/active transition probabilities to 7' = q = 0.1. Note 
that, assuming that a node never enters phase N .  having 
p = q corresponds to the case where a sensor spends an 
equal moun t  of time in sleep and in active state. Several 
results are derived under different uaffic load conditions. To 
clearly express the considercd values of  traffic load. we define 
a theoretical network luad a: G = g N q / ( p  + q) ,  where y 
is the sensor generation rate and p and q are Ihe sleeplaclive 
transition r a m .  Note that G represents the sum of all riodes 
generation rates as if they were in isolation. and only includes 
parameters that are in input to the system model. 

First of all. we show an important phenomenon that is 
observed when the network load G' is close to I .  Multipoint- 
to-point communications suffer from tfle well known problem 
of data implosion at the destination [71. Solving this problem 
was not the scope ~i this work: thus. in Section I11 we simply 
adopted an architectural solution that allows nodes to adapt 
to traffic conditions avoiding network instability for any value 
of 6. A drawhack of this approach is that nodes closer to 
be  sink generate less data than those far away from the sink. 
consuming also il larger m o u n t  of energy. This results into 
unfairness among the network nodes, as shown in Figure 13 
where thc average generation rate and energy consumption are 
plotted vs. the node distance from the sink ior G = 1 and a 
particular topology with N = 2000. 

Since the maximum theoretical value of network capacity 
cannot exceed 1 (the sink cannot receive more than one data 
unit per time slot), it seems reasonable to limit the network 
load C Lo the interval (0: 11. Having fixed the value of G to 1, 
we investigate what are the actual network capacity C' arid the 
average data delivery delay b that we can obtain for difierent 
values 01' Uie system parameters. Table I1 shows Uie results of 
this study comparing arialytical predictions ( in  brackets) arid 

= 0.057 ~ J / ~ I O I .  .We) = ~ ( p ~ ~ ~ )  = 0.24 mlisiot. 

simulation results averaged over several different topologies. 
In all of these experiments p=O.I;  S and A represent the 
percentage of nodes in sleep and active state. respectively. 
These results provide a useful indication on the quality of 
service degradation that we incur when we try to maximize the 
network capacity. We observe that the network performance 
is strongly affected by the average number of active nodes in 
the network. which depends on both the number of deployed 
sensors ( N )  and the sleep/active dynamics. The model cap- 
tures quite well the behavior observed by simulation. the major 
discrepancies appearing when the average number of active 
nodes is very small and. hence. some of the nodes around the 
sink are heavily congested. 

Y 

11 o.1 ~ I P  n.3 n.2 11,s a6 o i  (1.8 0.9 I 

dktmcs from Slnh  

Fig. 14. Average h t a  unit delivery dzlay YS. the sewor distance fiom flie 
sink. for varying traffic load condilims. Analytiwl and .simulation r c u l l  8r2 

C*,,,,pXd 

Next, we present some results obtained by considering the 
network topology shown in Figure I with N = 400. 

Figure 14 shows the average data unit delivery delny ex- 
pressed in time slots. as a function of the sensor distance from 
the sink, for G = 0.4. 0.9. The analytical results (labeled 
by "mod" in this and in the following plots) closely match 
the simulation results (laheled by "sim"). The average delay 
significantly increases as the distance from tlle sink grows. 
and as the network load increases. However. once we fix G, 
there may be some nodes experiencing a smaller delivery delay 
than other nodes that are closer to the sink. This is due to the 
specific considered network topology. Also, we point out that 
in this case the main contribution to the delivery delay is given 
by the time Spent by the darn units in the sensor huffers; in 
iact we ohserved Uiat the average number of hops between h e  
ScnSorS and h e  silik is equal to 3.8 (remind Ihdt an one-hop 
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Fig. 15. Prohnbility density function @if) of Ihc d ~ t n  dslivsry delay for the 
fanhest sourcs from the sink under diifirznt load runditions. Analytical and 
simulation results arc compared 

transmission is completed in one slot). 
Figure 15 shows the probability density iunction (pdt) of the 

data unit delivery delay expressed in time slots. The delay pdf 
refers to the farthest source node from the sink. The plot shows 
the good agreement hetween the delay distributions resulting 
from the analytical and simulation studies when G = 0.4. 11.9. 
Note that. i n  order tn obtain reliable simulation estimates of the 
delay distribution. we had to limit the n u m k r  of traffic sources 
to 411 hy randomly selecting them out of the 400 nodes. In fact. 
while rare events are accurately predicted by our analytical 
model. thcy can hc hardly ohscrvcd via simulation. 

p 0.3 
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Fig. 16. Trade-off between avcmgc data unit delivery delay and ave~agc 
network energy consumption vs. q / p .  Analytical and rimulalion results are 
compared for varying load rundilium. Triangular and squsrs markers indicalc 
the delay curves. while circles and rhombi denote the cncrey curves 

Figure 16 presents the trade-off between the average net- 
work energy consumption and data unit delivery delay. as a 
function of q / p . ' T k  average delay is obtained through (21). 
while the average energy consumption is computed using (22) 
and (23). Wc set p = 0.1 and Ad = :3; results are presented 
for two different values of network load. namely G = 0.4 
and 0.1). Notice that the average number of active sensors in 
the networks at a given time slot is strictly related to the 
value of qlp. For instance. in the plot q / p  = 1 means that 
on average an equal number of nodes are in sleep ar~d active 

. 

' 0.1 
0.025 (1.05 0.1 0.2 IC4 

P 

Fig. 17. Trade-off k t w e m  avernge data unit dclivcry d4ay and a\'dragc 
network dnzrgy consumption. as a function of the slezplnctiw transition mlrs 
lp and q with q = p ) .  Anal)licnl and rimulnlion restilts are compared for 
different values of thi manmum number of available rout~s iAI)  

mode. and the fraction of active sensors grows with increasing 
values of q / p .  In the plot we use a logarithmic scale for the 
valucs of delivery delay and of the ahscissa. For low values 
of ~ / p  we obtain a small energy cxpendirure at thc expense 
of a very large dclay in data delivery; instcad. for values of 
q / p  greater than 1. the energy consumption increases hut the 
delivery delay is much smaller. Interestingly. q / p  has a greater 
impact on the delivery delay than on the energy consumption. 
For example. as q / p  passes from 0.2 to 2. the delay becomes 
Y times smaller. while the energy consumption grows by a 
Factor of 4. AS for the impact of G, we observe that the load 
conditions are relevant to the delay performance. while do 
not significantly aiiect the overall energy consumption of the 
network. In fact. the nodes' energy consumption due to data 
uansmissionlreceptinn is much smaller than ihe total energy 
expenditure in idle mode: thus the impact of G is small. 

Finally. Figurc 17 shows annthcr intcrcsting trade-off bc- 
twccn the avcragc data unit dclivcry delay and thc avcrage 
network energy consumption for G = 0.1). and M = ;3> 6.  The 
trade-off is presented as a function of the transition rate p and 
taking p = q, in order to study the network performance as the 
frequency with which sensors pass from sleep to active mode 
(and vice-versa) varies. A s p  increases. the transition frequency 
grows. First consider ilf = 3. We observe that for large values 
n i p  nodes are highly dynamic thus leadine to a small delivery 
delay. However. the more frequent h e  state transitions. the 
higher the energy expenditure because of the transition energy 
cost. On the contrary. when the sensors dynamics are slow (i.e.. 
low values of p) .  we obtain large average delivery delays. 
We would like to mention that in this case we ohserved a 
significant increase also in the variance n i  the delivery delay. 
Next consider A = 6. As expected. the effect on the energy 
cvnsumption of increasing the number of available r ~ u t c s  is 
negligible. More interestingly. the impact ofp on the delivery 
delay is very much mitigated by the fact that several routes 
are nuw available. In iact. a sensor can poll more ncxt-hnps 
Illus increasing its prnhahilities to forward a data unit through 
Ihe uetwork. even wheri the system dynamics are slow. 
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VI. CONCLLISIONS A N D  FUTURE W O R K  [Ill C. Schurgars. V. Tsiutsis. S. Ganmwul. and M. Sriwslava. "Top,losy 
Managcmmt for Scnsor Nctworb: Exploiting Latancy and Densrty." 
.hi :LCM Inmzmimd .S~mposirmm on Mo6ile Ad Ilm Nrtwo,i(.itry omi 
CompIinx (Mobiitloc). IVU2. 

1121 R. Lheng. J. Hou. I.. Shu. "&synchronous Wvkcup for I'owsr Manage- 
n r n t  in Ad Hoc Network.'. ,MohiHoc 2003. Annuoolis. MU. Jima 2033. 

In this paper we considered a sensor network where nodes 
send their data to a sink nwle hy using multihop uansmissions. 
To save energy. sensors alternate between two operational 
modes: sleep and active mode. While in sleep mode sensors 
cousume lower power. their functional capabilities are also 
reduced. We developed an analytical model which enables us 
to investigate the trade-offs existing between energy saving and 
system performance, a.. the sensors dynamics in sleepktive 
mode vary. We were able to analytically derive several per- 
formance metrics. among which the distribution of the data 
delivery delay. By compafing analytical and simulation results 
we validated our model and showed the good accuracy of the 
proposed approach. 

To the best of OUT knowledge, this i s  the tirst analytical 
model that specitically represents the sensor dynamics in 
sleep/active mode, while taking into account channel con- 
tention and routing issues. 

Thc model could he easily modificd to take into account 
some aspects that have not been addressed in this work and 
that can be interesting subject of future research. For instance. 
a model of the enor process over the wireless channel can he 
included and some of the assumptions that we made while 
developing the analytical model. such as those on infinite 
buffer capacity or on the data generation process at the network 
nodes. can be modified. Furthermore, we point out that the 
model can be extended to describe various aspects in  the 
design of sensor networks. such as data aggregation or hack- 
pressure Uaffic mechanisms. Finally, cluster-based network 
architectures as well as the case where the network topology 
varies because some of the sensors run out of energy and die. 
could be studied. 
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